
VKWK - Keawakapu

1st used VKWK 1/2/95 9/3/95 2/18/96 8/10/96 1/11/97 7/8/97 1/15/98 7/7/98 1/11/99 6/29/99
1/2/95 RP#1A ** 9th post S from gate to pool, ONline post9on BRP BRP BRP BRP BRP - - - -
1/15/98 RP#1B 8th post S from gate to pool, ONLINE - - - - - *BRP BRP BRP BRP?
1/2/95 RP#2 Top/center, LNDWD edge of top of railing ON top.rail top.rail MRP MRP - FRP - - - -
1/2/95 RP#3 LNDWD edge of railing at middle landing, ON mid.rail rail.step FRP FRP FRP - FRP FRP - -
1/2/95 RP#4 S/SWD corner of white wall by showers shwr.wall - - - - - - - - -
1/2/95 RP#5 S/SWD corner of rock wall by showers rockwall rockwall SRP SRP SRP SRP - SRP -
1/2/95 RP#6 PK nail on LNDWD end of dead swag snag - BPS - GPS1 GPSSWAG - - -
7/8/97 RP#7 * PK nail in crack on path, ON - - - - - *GPS2 GPSPATH GPS - -
1/11/99 RP#8 Circle in cement where railing used to be - - - - - - - - *FRP FRP?

Start of Line base.fence base.fence base.fence base.fence base.fence base.fence base.fence base.fence - -
Line Number A A B A A A A A - -
bearing 275° 282° 282° 282° 282° 282° - 284° 291 290

* = new PK nail or other marker
LOCATION: On S. Kihei Rd heading S, keep R at Wailea Sign onto Okalani Dr; beach access #108 is at the end of the street
LINE-UP along the center railing of the stairs down to beach from Ekahi pool
Hor.Ref: Seaward corner of large resort at next point northwest.

RP#1A Top/center of metal bar on top of 9th vertical metal post to S from gate to Ekahi pool; post is one south of thick support post
RP#1B Top/center of metal bar on top of 8th vertical metal post to S from gate to Ekahi pool; post is A Thick support post

RP#2 Top/center of center metal railing going down stairs to beach, LNDWD support post at top  of steps
RP#3 Top/center of center metal railing going down stairs to beach, LNDWD edge of middle section of railing where it forms 90° angle with vertical post
RP#4 S/SWD Corner of white wall at showers
RP#5 PK nail on flag on S/SWD corner of rock wall surrounding showers, just SWD of base of grey metal railing
RP#6 PK nail on dead wood snag to S of line, in dunes, ~3 ft from landward end of snag
RP#7 PK nail near S edge of crack in sidewalk leading from Ekahi pool gate to beach access stairs; ONLINE
RP#8 Circle in cement where railing used to be
GPS VKWK: Temp point on beach; GPS2, edm pts 15-19 (1/2/95)
GPS VKW1: Temp point on beach; GPS1; edm pt 60 (1/2/95)

GPS1 RP6, VKWK (KWK2) (1/12/95)  aka GPSSWAG
GPS2 RP7, KWK1 (7/8/97) aka GPSPATH

NOTES:
 1/2/95 GPS Survey.  VKWK, VKW1. Locations poorly defined, no coordinates available.

 1/12/95 GPS Survey.  GPS1 = VKWK, RP6; no coordinates available
 7/8/97 GPS Survey.  GPS2 =  KWK1 = RP7

 1/11/99 Railing removed new FRP: metal circle in cement were railing used to be, close to where old FRP used to be

GPS Positions Longitude Latitude Elevation (meters above local tidal datum)
KWK1 -156.444290 20.695583 4.61

*Primary GPS for elevation control: RP7/GPS2/KWK1 = 4.610
**Primary reference point: RP1A/BRP = 6.226


